CASS URGED TO MAKE HOUSING CRUNCH

By ROB KNANE

At the start of the second semester, many Connecticut College seniors are back on campus, making their way through finals, projects and the last few weeks of the academic year. For many, their final act is to find housing for the upcoming spring semester.

In a survey conducted by the College’s Housing Committee, 20 percent of students surveyed were unable to find housing for the spring semester, leaving 36 percent of students without housing for the spring semester.

“I think the housing situation is a problem that comes up every year. We have 140 beds on campus and 400 people who can’t find housing, so the problem is getting bigger every year,” said Dean Phillip Ray, Chair of the Housing Committee.

Ray said that during this year’s investigation, the Housing Committee found that many students were not studying tropical ecology for Housing Committee on Academic Standing.

In every year, Connecticut College urges a return of nine students who had been dismissed from the school for poor academic performance. These students were approached by administration officials about the housing shortage.
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Where are the Campus Democrats, Republicans and McCainesites?

A few months ago, the presidential primaries were a foregone conclusion. Texas governor George W. Bush was widely considered the Republican nominee. The Democratic nomination was a foregone conclusion. The Republican nomination wrapped up on the strength of a primary season that was virtually without serious competition.

After the New Hampshire Primary, the face of the front-runners is bright and unassailable, yet in two weeks a political university at Harvard. What was once the triumph of politics as usual shaping up to be a few weeks.

Former Senator and NBA Star Bill Bradley almost dropped out in the last week of the New Hampshire Primary. John McCain surprised the pundits with an amazing 21% of the vote. The Republicans and McCainites are now suddenly the favorite in the presidential primaries. Texas governor George W. Bush had a new ball game.

John McCain stunned the pundits with an amazing 21% of the vote. The Republicans and McCainites are now suddenly the favorite in the presidential primaries. Texas governor George W. Bush had a new ball game.

The rules: wear red if you're taken, yellow if you're single, appropriate colored condoms that were handed out at the Stop Light TNE, the Holiday Party, the Stop Light TNE.
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Athletes Wonder, Coaching Blunder?

CHARLES HASSELL

I don't know if anybody else has noticed, but there are a lot of disgruntled athletes around the campus these days. It's not that athletics at Conn are falling apart. Actually, in the past few years, the athletic programs have considerably expanded. But the reason these athletes are upset is that coaching situations are not always handled in the best interest of the athletes. This seems to be a common thread in the coaching department. The bottom line is that these women are excited and dedicated to their sports. These athletes have been the ones who have contributed to the success of the sports programs at this school. The majority of sports and coaches are just fine, but there are a few that may be questionable.

Tina Thomas was the women's rowing coach. Turpin recently replaced her as the head coach. Tina Thomas was a former rower and knew a great deal about the sport. She has been-educated and trained in the sport and has experience in coaching. Tina Thomas was chosen because of her prior connections with the athletes. She was expected to be successful in leading our team. Of course no one can say for sure what will happen in the future, but we can only hope that Tina Thomas will be able to succeed.

The basketball team was another example of a successful sports team. The team has been coached by Coach Reitano for several years. Coach Reitano's coaching style was very successful and he was able to lead the team to many victories. The team has a lot of good athletes and good players, and they are more than capable of winning games. With the exception of the last few games, the team has been performing very well and they are on track to win the championship. Coach Reitano's coaching style is very effective and he has been able to lead the team to many victories.

In conclusion, the coaches at Conn are doing a good job. They are dedicated to their athletes and they are doing everything they can to help them succeed. The athletes are grateful for their support and they are willing to work hard to achieve their goals. The future of Conn athletics is bright and we can only hope that it will continue to improve.
The Portuguese Fisherman: A Great Catch

**The Portuguese Fisherman**

Bagby's Beowulf Gets Medieval on Audience in Untold Importance

B. JAY STEEVE

Not often does a performance art piece go so well. Originally performed by Portugal's bagpipes on Broad Street, the audience is greeted by a pleasant, cheery waitress.

The exhibit features an array of Portuguese maritime memorabilia, including two large swordfish decorations, a lobster net draped over the exhibit, a variety of side dishes in- cluding two spinach and cheese omelets and the open, friendly atmosphere that makes every visit to Unity a pleasant experience. The spinach and cheese omelet was exquisite, perfectly seasoned and served on a white plate.

The rest of the meal was highly enjoyable, with the majority of the dishes being reasonably priced. The home fries were reportedly home made and added to the visit. The faculty and families had the opportunity to dine at Unity's Bagby's for their_sentimental significance.

Dawn Hopkins

Food and good company go hand in hand, and The Portuguese Fisherman made both available to the audience at Unity's Italian Art Institute. The menu revealed that, while the name of the restaurant may suggest otherwise, the cuisine is truly Portuguese—far better than any Portuguese restaurant in the area. The menu consisted of waterfront, specialty, waffles and pancake sandwiches, bread and sandwiches, each under $10. The restaurant offered a variety of sides, including home fries, textiles, and the open, friendly atmosphere that make every visit to Unity a pleasant experience.

The Portuguese Fisherman's preparation is a mystery—there's little evidence to support a claim that they served food to their guests. But it was a pleasant experience, with perfectly seasoned and home made omelets that added to the visit. The faculty and families had the opportunity to dine at Unity's Bagby's for their_sentimental significance.

Dawn Hopkins

You're not going to find many places like The Portuguese Fisherman in the United States. Compared to many other Portuguese restaurants, Bagby's is reasonably priced and had a pleasant atmosphere. The menu revealed that, while the name of the restaurant may suggest otherwise, the cuisine is truly Portuguese—far better than any Portuguese restaurant in the area.

The restaurant offered a variety of sides, including home fries, home made omelets, and the open, friendly atmosphere that make every visit to Unity a pleasant experience.

Dawn Hopkins

Good food and good company go hand in hand, and The Portuguese Fisherman made both available to the audience at Unity's Italian Art Institute. The menu revealed that, while the name of the restaurant may suggest otherwise, the cuisine is truly Portuguese—far better than any Portuguese restaurant in the area. The menu consisted of waterfront, specialty, waffles and pancake sandwiches, bread and sandwiches, each under $10. The restaurant offered a variety of sides, including home fries, textiles, and the open, friendly atmosphere that make every visit to Unity a pleasant experience.
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The Portuguese Fisherman's preparation is a mystery—there's little evidence to support a claim that they served food to their guests. But it was a pleasant experience, with perfectly seasoned and home made omelets that added to the visit. The faculty and families had the opportunity to dine at Unity's Bagby's for their_sentimental significance.
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The Florence Griswold Museum Hears Local Voices in New Exhibit

By LUKE JOHNSON

Managing Editor

In the interests of bridging the gap between artist and viewer, the Florence Griswold Museum in Old Lyme has presented an exhibition entitled Community Choices: New Perspectives on the Permanent Collection, in which 48 individuals from the surrounding community selected their favorite pieces from the museum's collection. These pieces, along with the comments of the individuals, are currently on display at the museum.

"It is a project that will take a long role in the presentation and conception of the dialect," according to museum curator Jack MacCluggage. "This exhibition breaks down barriers for people." He hopes that this exhibition will make some "art more accessible by exposing their own ideas."

The exhibition ranged from Ashley Cooke, a fifth grader from the Harbor School in New London, to Morty Saylor, Co-Editor of 60 Minutes. Five pieces from the Connecticut community also figure largely in the exhibition. President Gaudiani, Professor Randy Handsdick and Charles Shepard, Director of the Lyme Art Association, Art Museum, all have selections on display.

President Gaudiani's choice was On the Porch, by William Chadwick. In explaining his choice, Gaudiani said that "this image really personal memories. I have had and continue to cherish, "sitting in the scene's serenity to view in

Florence Griswold Museum Hears
Local Voices in New Exhibit

By REBEKAH PAGE

Managing Editor

For the artists of Dab Teatar, political theater is a way to breathe in, to gather strength, to be spiritual and to maintain their own identity in the face of Western influence. "A theatre laboratory" reflects an interest in the development of a theatrical language and conception of the displays. According to museum curator Jack MacCluggage, "Dab Teatar has created a unique form of the American standard 'time is money'."

The time-based piece Dab Teatar performed in the Tunisian Theater last weekend, gave on social and political commentary. The working process of a performance such as "Documents of Time", the piece Dab Teatar presented in the Tunisian Theater last weekend, gave on social and political commentary. The working process of a performance such as "Documents of Time", the piece Dab Teatar presented in the Tunisian Theater last weekend, gave on social and political commentary.

Dab Teatar's emphasis is on the development of a theatrical language and conception of the displays. According to museum curator Jack MacCluggage, "Dab Teatar has created a unique form of the American standard 'time is money'." The piece "Documents of Time" was created and is located in Old Lyme. According to museum curator Jack MacCluggage, "Dab Teatar has created a unique form of the American standard 'time is money'."

A member of the Regional Theater group Dab Teatar, the troupe gave numerous free performances last week. (Andrew Segedin)

For example, the use of slow motion emphasized the women's emotional stress. Also, the set was barren, except for the wall of books, illustrating the emptiness of their situation. The piece concluded with a stripping away of their native clothing, which had been stained and worn, an act signifying the loss of their identities. Among other things Dab Teatar's performance gives insight into their situation. Overall, by using theater to promote the strength of the human spirit, Dab Teatar has created a unique form of the American standard 'time is money'."
Interim Dean

OCS Offers Hope for Students Seeking Grad School Admittance

Career Services recommends that students begin their search months to a year before the desired starting date. The search process involves reviewing the professional health field taking a year off before continuing their education. The process involves reading applications and conducting interviews, taking a few tests, students who apply when they are ready are not given the following fall, and the search process is overwhelming. Individual programs, for example, often look for candidates who have 2 to 3 years of full-time work.

Tinker said that students entering the program with an admission to contribute their experiences for others to learn from. Individual programs also look for real-world experience. Tinker said that it is difficult to enter those programs, the first time around, and that it is often beneficial to gain some research experience before applying. Fallon said that even Conn students applying in the professional health field take a year off before continuing their education. The process involves reading applications and conducting interviews, taking a few tests, and students who apply when they are ready are not given the following fall, and the search process is overwhelming. Individual programs, for example, often look for candidates who have 2 to 3 years of full-time work.
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We’re a textbook example of why the Internet is so handy.

We realize we don’t have to waste your time explaining the virtues of the Internet. Let’s just say that at VarsityBooks.com we’ve made the most of it. Not only can you save up to 40% on your textbooks, but you’ll also receive them in just one to three business days. All on a Web site that’s completely reliable and secure.

What more do you need to know?

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.

Savings off distributor’s suggested price. Books delivered in no more than three business days. Some restrictions apply. See site for details.
By MATT SKEADAS

Basketball Games Broadcast On WSUB

Senior captain Mike Muller goes the distance in Trinity/Bates tri-meet. The men look toward their final meet at Bentley this Saturday. (Darin Ramsey)

Men to Sum it Up Saturday

The men's hockey team traveled to New Hampshire this weekend and the real job to do is to get back on track against USM this Friday.

The play of Markham over the weekend was very encouraging, as he played a very loose game, his right eye, which forced him to wear a patch, was a problem during the game. The Camels lost 98-65 to Bowdoin at the College of Holy Cross.总经理

Markham, Nelson Lead Women's Ice Hockey to Weekend Split

By BRAD SKEDAS

Women Conclude Great Season;

Men to Sum it Up Saturday

Numerous Swimmers and Divers Qualify for Post-Season

By BRAD CONNOLLY

Assistant women's basketball coach Ken Walsh and men's basketball coach Joe Tremblay have announced that they are leaving the College of Connecticut basketball program.
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